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Abstract

A Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graph representing a set of random variables and their dependencies. BNs are intuitive (even non-experts can understand what is going on!), offer a transparent means for modeling, facilitate information updating, and can be augmented by decision and utility nodes to solve decision problems. In particular, the facility for information updating renders the BN an ideal tool for near real-time risk assessment and decision-making after a major disaster.

In this talk, BN models for spatially distributed infrastructure systems subjected to earthquake ground motions will be described. The model consists of three parts: (a) a model of the earthquake hazard, accounting for uncertainties in the earthquake characteristics and location, as well as the spatial correlation structure of the ground motion random field, (b) models of the system components in terms of fragility functions, and (c) a model of the system performance in terms of component states. Considering the immediate aftermath of a major earthquake, the BN updating tool is used to assess the states of the infrastructure system and its components, as the available information about the hazard and from observed states of system components evolves in time.

The updated probabilistic information, together with utility values for different outcomes, are used to make decisions regarding the operation of the system and its components, e.g., continued operation, operation at reduced capacity, or closure, or to select optimal ordering of inspections. A preliminary application of the method to a hypothetical model of the proposed California High Speed Rail system will be demonstrated.
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